Introduction. We are concerned here with giving rigorous error bounds for the eigensystem of a general complex n X n matrix A, given an approximate eigensystem such as is furnished by [2] . In Section 1, we outline the technique in general terms and show that the bounds can be found in terms of computed quantities if ll-Elloo = ||/ -XFU«, < 1, where X is the matrix of approximate eigenvectors and Y is an approximate inverse for X. Then in Sections 2, 3, and 4 we give the specific roundoff error bounds for these general error terms, which include all the rounding errors made during the computation. An Algol program using the method is given in the microfiche section, and the results for the matrix example given in [2] are presented in Section 5, using the results of [2] as the initial approximation.
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1. Theoretical Bounds for the Eigensystem. We assume we have a complex matrix A° of order n represented for our calculation by the matrix A, with A = A° 4-A, |A,-,-| i£ 5-max \Aij\ and 5 specified. We further assume a complete approximate eigensystem has been given for A, that is, a diagonal complex matrix A of eigenvalue approximations and a complex matrix X whose columns are approximations to the corresponding column eigenvectors of A, normalized in some way so that all components are less than or equal to 1.0 in modulus. We wish to give rigorous bounds for the true eigensystem of A". In this section we outline the technique used, which follows Wilkinson [4, Chapter 9] . In Section 4, we will give the actual bounds used, which include bounds on the roundoff errors committed in the calculations.
We first perform a similarity transformation on A with X, assuming X can be inverted, giving X~lA°X = A. + P + Q, wrhere P is known exactly, and a bound for the modulus of each element of Q is known. To perform this similarity, let F be a calculated approximate inverse for X, and define the following matrices :
where the elements of Qx and Q2 are small. In the actual computation, we form F = fUAX -XA) and P = fhiYF) , using double-precision accumulation of inner products. Then we use Qi and Q2 to denote the errors made in these machine computations. We will show that we can obtain bounds for [QfJ-| assuming only that jiY|U = max (¿ |jY«|) < 1 lSiSn V=l / Using these matrices above, we have P = YF + Q2 = X~lF + (F -X-*)F + Qi = X-*AX -A4-X-'Qi + (F -X-')F 4-Qt, so that X-lA°X = A + P + Q , with g = -[X-* AX + X-*Q! + (F -X~l)P + Q2] .
To bound Q, we note that if X Y is invertible, We apply these theorems to the matrix B = X~lA°X = A 4-P 4-Q. If the elements of P and Q are small, and no other eigenvalue approximation A# is too close to Ai,-, the ith disk will be isolated from the others, so that there is only one eigenvalue of B in the disk. For the ith disk to be isolated, we must have for all
\bkk -ba\ > J2 \ba\ + T \bki\ . If such a bound can be obtained for the ith eigenvalue, we can also bound the corresponding eigenvector of 4.°. We first bound the corresponding eigenvector u of B = X~1A°X. Since B is nearly diagonal, u is close to the unit vector e<. Hence we can set m¿ = 1.0 and bound the other components of u by using the relation Bu = X,n and the bound for X¿ obtained above. In fact, the Arth equation of Bu = X,-w gives We also assume the square root routine on the machine gives answers of comparable accuracy, i.e., I/KVjb) -Vx| ^nxV.T.
The factor 1.06 makes for easier accumulation of errors. 771 could probably be taken smaller on most machines by a factor between 2 and 4, and the user may wish to adjust its value in the program. For further information, see Wilkinson [3] .
To bound the errors in complex operations, let zx = Xx + iyx, z2 -x2 4-iy2. Then the following results are easily obtained. 3. Machine Bounds for the Error Matrix Q. To bound the elements of Q, we need bounds for the quantities used to bound Q in Section 1. We use barred symbols to denote the machine bounds. Here 6 denotes a generic multiplier less than or equal to 1 in modulus. Thus if we set 5= /Z(í>í)(l + «l),
we have, since |-X"üt| ^ 1 for all i and fc, ||jY|U S e = (max |_/z(¿ |S"|)J(1 + «i + 4*n) + (o + 7j2)a + r,2)(l + 6*i). To give a rigorous machine bound for Q, we have to account for the errors made in computing the above bounds as well. Thus, for example, \Pa\ £M\Pij\)-il + 4nx). To choose m initially, note that the largest term in the above expression is usually the last, so we pick the largest m such that ßmi\Pa\ + Qu) < Pi, j^i-Then we test each of the above more stringent requirements, decreasing m until they all hold or until m < 0. If the latter is true, we conclude that the ith eigenvalue cannot be isolated. Otherwise, we proceed to bound the corresponding eigenvector. We first bound the eigenvector u of B = X_1A°X. Corresponding to identity (1) of Section 1, we have in terms of machine quantities, for k ¿¿ i, (2) pkUk = Pki + 6Qki + 6iQkk + ?i + vk)uk + T (Pki + 6Qkj)uj.
Í9^k, i
Again we first obtain a crude bound for Im^I by taking moduli and replacing |wj|, j = 1, • • -, n on the right-hand side by the upper bound 1.0, obtaining for k ^ i, \uk\ ^ s¿» = flft» + r' + n + faV(l + 8,0 .
\ ßk / Now we use this bound for |wj| ij ¥" i) in the right-hand side of (2), obtaining the estimate ûk = fliPki/pk) for uk and the bound, for k ^ i, \uk -Jik\ á §¡fe (2) jQki + sYYQkk + fj + Vk) + Ti^k.i j\Pkj\ + Qki)s/l) , n ,_| = fl\-r 9,i\Uk\ I Pk
To bound the corresponding eigenvector v = Xu of A°, we multiply through by X. Thus our estimate for v is v = Xu, which we form and store in double pre- declarations. Arithmetic operations between two long variables is assumed to be done in double precision, and we assume the abs function is defined for a complex argument and gives the modulus. It is important to note that the technique can be applied repeatedly, using the output improved eigensystem as the input for the next iteration.
The program, translated into Burroughs Algol for real matrices, has been tested on scores of matrices using the Burroughs B5500 at Stanford University. The one example given here is the 12 X 12 Frank matrix for which the approximate eigensystem is given in [2] . Because the approximations to the smallest eigenvalues were so poor, on the first iteration we could not isolate the smallest three eigenvalues. But the improved eigensystem was more accurate, and on the fourth iteration, we obtained estimates for the eigenvalues which agreed with those published by Wilkinson [3, p. 152 ] to all 15 decimal places he gives, and which were guaranteed to at least 12 decimal places, as were the eigenvectors. We list the fourth iteration results for the smallest three eigenvalues.
